Dream Blossoms
Mandala Kit

Brigid’s Grove
Prepared for Everyday Magic and the Creative Spirit Circle

brigidsgrove.com

I open my hands to this new day.
I open my heart to this new day.
I open my hopes to this new day.
May it be blessed.
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Dream Blossoms Mandala

“Instead of planting our solitude with our own dream blossoms, we choke the space with continuous
music, chatter, and companionship to which we do not even listen. It is simply there to fill the vacuum.
When the noise stops there is not inner music to take its place.”
–Anne Morrow Lindbergh, Gift from the Sea
This powerful mandala can be used in multiple ways:


To color and enjoy as a calming, meditative artistic project just for fun.



In combination with your “Core Desired Feelings” for 2018 (see
DanielleLaPorte.com for more on CDFs). You might write your
CDFs on the goddesses or around the edges of circle.



To metaphorically “plant” the seeds for your dream blossoms on
each petal.



As a personal meditation and reminder of what you need to grow
and bloom—I chose to write the things I know I need to “bloom”
at the top of each of the petals



As a grid with crystals and mini goddesses for healing, intention,
empowerment, inspiration or other purposes.

Optional additional project: Another version of the mandala is included that also can be used as a
crystal grid or with Womanrunes or your other favorite card decks. It includes the rune symbols of:
1. The Spiral, rune of initiation
2. The Two Triangles, rune of focus
3. The Cauldron, rune of alchemy
4. The Seed, rune of waiting

Place crystals or other objects in each position to
activate the energy of that symbol.
And/or: draw four cards, one to place on each
symbol. The first card represents something about
your sacred path, the second what needs your focus,
the third what you are “cooking up” or changing,
and the fourth what needs some time to grow.
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Spring Journal Page
(freewrite first responses):
What seeds are you planting ________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Into what are you breathing hope ___________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
What is getting ready to bloom for you ________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
What needs some more time in the darkness before it sprouts ____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
What dream blossoms need your attention ____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
What inner music is singing to you ___________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"May you dwell ever with the goddess
May the goddess dwell ever with you
May the dream seeds you have planted
Take root, and flower, and come true..."
—Shekhinah Mountainwater
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The Seed
3

4
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The Seed layout (remove Seed card from
deck)

2. What is ready to emerge?

1. What is waiting in the darkness?

3. & 4. What do I need to know as I grow?
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Dancing Woman Layout

3
2

2

1

Card 1: Base of power (what you are dancing on or with!)

Resulting bindrune

Card 2: Power moving through you, your inherent power source
Card 3: What is longing to be expressed?
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Awakening Fierce Magic
To dive deeper into your personal power
as well as everyday magic and cocreation, you are welcome to join our
unique ongoing Everyday Magic
experience. This international classroom
is a co-creative magical alchemy of private
ritual, guided experiences, community
connection, and sacred witnessing. We
welcome you to join us: Everyday Magic.

Come join the Circle!
Membership in the Creative Spirit Circle is FREE and packed with beautiful, bountiful
resources, including:


a free Womanrunes e-course



Companion online classroom



Goddess Studies and Ritual course



weekly virtual circles in our Facebook group



Red Tent and ritual resources



blessing posters and mandalas



access to Divine Imperfections sculptures



monthly Creative Spirit Circle Journal filled with
resources such as ceremony outlines, articles,
book recommendations, sneak peeks, and
special freebies.
Claim your place in the Circle:
brigidsgrove.com/come-join-the-circle
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Red Tent Initiation
Following the spiral path of maiden, mother, and crone…
This online course is both a powerful, personal experience
AND a training in facilitating transformative women’s circles.
You will listen to your deep self, access your inner wisdom
and prepare to step into circle as guardian and guide for
other women who are hungering for depth, connection,
restoration, and renewal in today’s busy world.

Practical Priestessing
Do you feel that divine hum of resonance in your bones when you
hear the word Priestess? Do you want to learn tools, resources,
and rituals for practical priestessing?
This is a comprehensive priestess initiation program for women
called to vocational priestess work.
www.brigidsgrove.com/practicalpriestessing

Connect with Brigid’s Grove:
· brigidsgrove.com
· facebook.com/brigidsgrove
· instagram.com/brigidsgrove
· brigidsgrove.etsy.com
· twitter.com/brigidsgrove
· Creative Spirit Circle Facebook Group:
facebook.com/groups/
brigidsgrovecreativespiritcircle
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About the author:
Molly has been “gathering the women” to circle, sing,
celebrate, and share since 2008. She plans and facilitates
women’s circles, Red Tents, seasonal retreats and rituals,
Pink Tent mother-daughter circles, and family ceremonies in
rural Missouri and teaches online courses in Red Tent
facilitation and Practical Priestessing.
Molly is a priestess who holds MSW, M.Div, and D.Min
degrees. She finished her dissertation about contemporary
priestessing in the U.S.
Molly is the author of Womanrunes, Earthprayer, and The
Red Tent Resource Kit. She writes about women’s circles,
nature, practical priestessing, creativity, family ritual, and the
goddess at Brigid’s Grove.

About Brigid’s Grove:
Molly and Mark co-create original Story Godddess, goddess
sculptures, goddess pendants, and ceremony kits at
brigidsgrove.com (and etsy!). They publish Womanrunes and
an accompanying oracle deck, based on the work of
Shekhinah Mountainwater.
Brigid's Grove integrates Molly's priestess work and goddess
studies with our family's shared interests in ceremony, art,
gemstones, metalwork, nature, and intentional, creative
living.
Brigid is the Irish triple goddess of smithcraft, poetry, and
midwifery. She is also a Christian saint associated with
midwives, birthing mothers, and infants.
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